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The problem of approximating a given function by spline functions with tixed 
knots is discussed. Strict approximations which are particular unique best 
Chebyshev approximations are considered. The chief purpose is to develop a 
characterization theorem for these strict approximations. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the problem of approximating a given functionf 
in C(T) by spline functions with fixed knots. One of the difficulties lies in the 
fact that a best approximation is not always unique. Therefore it is natural to 
consider conditions which single out one of the best approximations. Rice 
[3 ] defines a unique “strict approximation” for functions defined on a finite 
set. But discrete approximation problems are closely related to problems on 
an interval. Recently strict approximations were extensively studied. It is 
possible to determine these approximations by methods known as ascent 
methods. 
The chief purpose of this paper is to develop characterization theorems for 
strict approximations in subspaces of spline functions. 
Rice [3] and Schumaker [4] established characterization theorems for best 
approximations to functions f defined on an interval. 
In Section 2 we shall extend these results to the problem where T is a 
compact subset of IR and the subspaces of spline functions satisfy certain 
boundary conditions. 
These results will be used in Section 3 in order to characterize strict 
approximations. First we single out a uniquely determined function in the set 
of best approximations by an inductive definition. Then we shall show that 
this best approximation is the strict approximation in the sense of Rice. 
Using our definition it is possible to establish a characterization theorem for 
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strict approximations (Theorem 3.10). Moreover our definition can be 
applied to problems defined on an interval. 
In Section 4 we shall consider such approximation problems and shall 
show the difficulties which arise from these problems. Then we define for a 
great class of continuous functions uniquely determined best approximations 
which can also be considered as strict approximations. 
The characterization theorem is very useful for developing an algorithm 
which determines the strict approximation. In a further paper we shall 
establish such an algorithm. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Let 7’ be a compact subset of IV), let C(T) be the normed linear space of all 
continuous real-valued functions defined on T and let the space C(T) be 
normed by 
Suppose f is a function in C(T) and G = span{ g, ,..., g,} an n-dimensional 
subspace of C(T). Then we consider the linear Chebyshev approximation 
problem: For every function J in C(T) we define the set of best upprox- 
imations to f out of G by 
P&f):== (g,EG:llf-g,ll=inf{lIf -g/~: gEG//. 
We shall use the notations 
where {fi)h ~, is a subset of T. we denote by E(f) the set of extremal points 
of the function f (on T) 
E(f) = (x E T: /f (x)1 = llf“I } 
and we call points t, < . .. < t, in T alternating extremal points of f if 
Y+-l)‘f(fi) = IIfll, i = l).... h, ‘1 E (-1. 1 }. 
The following theorem is well-known (see Watson (7, p. SO]). 
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THEOREM 1.1. A function g, is an element of PC(f) if and only if there 
exists E c E(f - g,) containing h < n + I points t, ,..., t, and a nontrivial 
vector ,I E R,, such that 
iLTA t;l 1:: 2) =O, 
Ai . (ii > 0, i = l,..., h 
where oi = sign((f - go)(ti)), i = l,..., h. 
In later sections we shall also consider approximation problems on a 
subset U of T. A function g, in G is called a best approximation to a 
function f on U (out of G) iff 
A subset U = {u, ,..., u,+ r } of T is called a reference iff 
has rank n. 
Suppose that the subset U = {ur,..., u,+ r} in T is a reference. Then there 
exists a unique solution (up to a scalar) of the linear system kTA, = 0, where 
~T=(lll,...,~n+l) is a nontrivial vector in IF?,, + I . We obtain 
liEC. (-l)idetA Ul **. ui-l”i+l ..’ u,ttl ) 
g1 
..I 
gn i 
CE R. (1.1) 
Let g, be a function of G satisfying 
f (“i) - gO(“i) = Wi Il(f - 80) lUll3 
Ui = 13i/l~il for all Ai # 0 (1.2) 
Ui E {-I, 1) elsewhere 
where li is defined in (1.1). Then it follows from Theorem 1.1 that g, is a 
best approximation to f on the reference U. We call y = Il(f - g,) Iu/I the 
reference deviation. 
A subspace G satisfies the Hear condition if g E G, g(x) = 0 at n distinct 
points of T implies g = 0. In this case the best approximation is always 
unique. 
64014 I i4 2 
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2. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS 
In this section we shall study approximation problems for subspaces of 
polynomial spline functions. Let A denote the partition a =x0 < X, < . . ( 
xk cxkil = b on the interval la, b]. The subspace S,(d) of polynomial 
spline functions of degree m (m > 2) with simple fixed knots at A is defined 
by 
S,(A)=(sEC” 21,,bl:sI,.~i,x,,,,~n,,, ,.i=O ,.... h) 
where n,,, _, denotes all polynomials of degree <m - 1. 
Let be T= [a,61 and G= S,(A) in the approximation problem of 
Section 1. Rice [ 3] and Schumaker [4] established characterization theorems 
for the best approximations of this problem. 
In our investigations it will be necessary to study approximation problems 
defined an a compact subset T of [x0, xk+ ,I. Moreover. we consider 
subspaces of S,,,(A) satisfying boundary conditions. Therefore we shall 
extend the results of Rice and Schumaker to these problems. The following 
notation is used throughout the paper: K, is the class of closed subintervals, 
K, and K, are the classes of half-open subintervals of the form (u. L’) and 
Iu, L’), respectively; K, is the class of open subintervals. We shall denote by 
I,?, a subinterval with boundary points x, and x4 where x,, and x, are knots 
of the subspace of spline functions. Then I,,, = [xp, .K,] if I,,, E K,, I,., = 
(x,,x,l if I,.,E K,, I,,, = (x,,.x,) if I,.,E K, and I,., = (x,,.-Y(,) if 
I,.q E K,. 
Using these notations we shall define the following subspaces: Let T be a 
compact subset of [x0, xk+ , 1 and let I be a subinterval such that (x,, .xk . , ) c 
Ic [x~..Y~+ ,I. Then 
S,(Z. T) = {s /+ s E S,(A). 
if I E K, then s’I”(xo) = 0, i = 0 ,..., m ~ 2. 
if I E K, then sti’(xk+ ,) = 0, i = 0 . . . . . m ~ 2, 
if I E K, then s(~‘(.x,,) = s’I”(x/, , ,) = 0. i = 0 ,..., m ~ 2 ). 
If T= Ixo,q+, ) then we denote S,(I, T) by S,,,(Z). Notice that S,,(I. 7‘) 
satisfies boundary conditions in x,, or xk-, if the interval I is not closed. If 
I E K, then S,(I) = S,(A). We see that the interval I also determines the 
boundary conditions of the subspace in consideration. 
These notations will be very useful in Section 3. 
Remark 2.1. Let d” denote the partition .Y ,,I l , < .. . < .Y,, c ” ,, 
xk+, < ... < X”, where n=m+k. Let ~=(~+,+i.~,,), i=[xO,xr.+,~ and 
f E C(T). where T is a closed subset of I. Then S,,,(I. T) = S,(I. T). This is 
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also true if I= (xP,+i,xk+,] or I = [x,,, x,J. Therefore it is sufftcient to 
establish characterization theorems for best approximations only for the case 
G = S,(E r). The other cases will immediately follow from these results. 
A local basis of S,(f) will be very useful. Let Mi be the mth order B- 
spline associated with the knots xi,..., xiim (see [5, p. 1 IS]). Then 
Sm(?)=span{M~,+,,...,M,-,}. 
If we consider S,(E r) then we also denote Mi I7 by Mi. 
Let T be a closed subset of ? and U = {ui)r= i c T. Then 
A 
c 
24, **. U” 
A4 -??I+1 ... M, 1 
has rank II if and only if 
X -m+i < Ui < Xi, i = l,..., n (2.1) 
(see 151). Therefore the dimension of S,(i, 7’) is n, iff there exists a subset 
U c T satisfying (2.1). 
Now we want to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let the partition d = (xi};= -,,+ 1, m > 2 and n > 1, be 
given, let f= (x++~, x,,) and let T= {ui}l+: be a subset of I” where 
x-,+1 < u, < ... < U,+1 <x,. 
(a) Then there exist positive integers p and q, 1 < p < q < n, and a 
subset {vi}srj c Tf7 (x-,+~, xq) such that 
vi E (X- m+iy xi-l), i = p + l,..., q. (2.2) 
Ifp > 1 then vp>xp-, and ifq <n then vqtl <x+,+~+,. 
(b) Let the dimension of S,(E T) be n. Then there exist positive 
integers p and q, 1 < p <q < n, such that {ui}Sz,’ c (x++~, xq) and 
ui E (x-,+i3 xi-1)3 i = p + l,..., q, 
ui E (x-m+iq xi), i = l,..., p, (2.3) 
Ui+l E (x-m+-i* xi>> i = q,..., n. 
Ifp > 1 then up>xp-, and ifq <n then uq+, <x-,+~+,. 
Proof. We shall only prove (b). The proof proceeds by induction on k. 
The case n = 1 can be easily shown, Set p = q = 1 then (2.3) is satisfied. We 
assume that the result has been established for n - 1. Now we show the 
assertion for n. It is necessary to distinguish the following cases: 
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(i) Suppose that uiE (x+,+~,x~,), i=2 . . . . . n. Thenp= 1 and q=n 
are the desired positive integers. 
@) Let Uh+l <-c,+h+l for some h where I < h < II ~ 1. Then we 
apply the induction hypothesis to the subset (u, ,..., uh + ,) and the subinterval 
(x- m+, xh). Hence there exist p and q, 1 < p ,< q <h. such that {ui}: -,I 
satisfies (2.3) on (x++ ,, xh). If q = h then uh+, ,< x m+h _, and if q c h 
then it follows from the induction hypothesis that u,, j < .Y ,,I 1 !, 2 / 
Moreover, we conclude from (2.1) that ui+ , E (x em, ,. xi). i = q ,.... II. 
Therefore the integers p and q also satisfy (2.3) for T on z 
(iii) Let uh >x, ~, for some h where 2 <h < n. This case an be 
similarly proven. 
The assertion (a) can be similarly shown. 
According to this lemma we shall define subsets which are associated with 
subintervals. This notation will be very important for our approximation 
problems. 
Let a= {xi}lmPm+, be given. let T= (x ,,,- ,,x,,) and R = {u,}:‘,,‘. 
1 < p < q < n, be a subset off We call the subset R associated l+Yth a subin- 
terval J,, iff R c JR where 
p= l.q=n. 
p> l,q=n, 
if (2.4) 
p = 1, q < II. 
p> l,q<n. 
ui E (.u m* ;,*v;- ,)T i = p $- I...., q. 
First we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let the partition d = {xi}: em , , be given, lel F= 
(x- rnil, x,) and let R = {ui}S’j be a subset of I”which is associated with a 
subinterval JR. Then the following assertions will hold: 
(a) The subspace S,,(E R) satisJies the Haar condition. 
(b) There exists a reference R, = (ui)l?,’ in f satisfying 
det(A i) = ) 0’“’ ,“i,,~~r~’ 
for all i = I,..., n + 1 where 
RcR, und 
.‘. ujp,uj+, ‘.. u, _ , 
. . 
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(c) Let R, be a reference. Then there exist unique integers p and q 
satisfying (2.3). 
Proof. (a) We see that S,(E R) = S,(J,, R). It follows from (2.1) and 
(2.4) that 
.*. ui-lui+l **. u,+* 
M #O ..* -m+q 
for all i = p,..., q + 1. Hence S,(?, R) satisfies the Haar condition. 
(b) We define R, such that ui E (x-,+~, xi), i = I,..., p - 1, and 
uitl E (x-~+~,x~), i=q,..., n. It is obvious that R i = { ui}lf: is a reference. 
Let Vi= {u~,...,u~+~}\(u~} = {ui}~=i. Suppose that uiE R. Then it follows 
from (2.1) and (2.4) that det(Ai) # 0. Suppose that ui b? R. Let i < p then we 
conclude from (2.4) that (x_,+ 1, x,-i) contains only the points u1 ,..., u,-, . 
Hence {ui ,..., uP-,}\{ui} = {ai ,..., v,-*} and v,-, >x,-,. The conditions 
vi E (xmmfirxi), i= l,..., p - 1, cannot be satisfied and the rank of A i is less 
than n. Similarly the case i > q + 1 can be proven. 
(c) Let (p,, q,) and (pz, q2) be integers satisfying (2.3). Then it 
follows from the above arguments that det(Ai) # 0, iff i = p, ,..., q1 + 1 and 
det(Ai) # 0, iff i = p2,..., q2 + 1. This contradiction completes the proof. 
Now we are able to give characterization theorems for our approximation 
problem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let the partition 6= (ci);= ++ i be given-arid let r= 
(x- ,,,+, x,). Let T be a compact subset of I such that dim(S,(Z, T)) = n. 
(a) Then s0 in S,(?, T) is a best approximation to a function f in C(T) 
out of S,(t T) if and only if there exists a subset R = {ui}s?d of T which is 
associated with a subinterval JR of the form (2.4) such that 
(f-s&J = ~(-1)’ Il(f - s,)ll, i = P,..., 9 + 1, r E i-1, 1 I. (2.5) 
(b) Ifs, is a best approximation where s,, # s, then 
so(x) = SI(X) for all x E JR. 
ProoJ (a) Let s, be a best approximation. It is well-known that every 
s E S,(?, T) has at most n - 1 sign changes, i.e., there do not exist n + 1 
points t, < t, < ... < tn+l in T with s(ti) s(t,+ ,) < 0, i = l,..., n. 
Then it follows from a theorem in ([2, p. 231) that there exists a 
s1 E PG(f), G = S,,,(E T), such that f - s, has at least n + 1 alternating 
extremal points. Hence we conclude from Lemma 2.2(a) that there exists a 
subset R which is associated with a subinterval JR satisfying the condition 
(2.5). 
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For the converse we assume that so is a function satisfying (2.5). Then it 
follows from Theorem 2.3 that there exists a reference R, = ( ui}? + ,’ which 
contains R. We conclude from Section 1 that there exists a unique vector i = 
(1 , ,..., Ani ,)T (up to a scalar) satisfying 
It is well known that 
detA 
! M 
for all x-,+i < t, < t, < ... < f, <x,. Thus we obtain from (1.1) that E., 
/Ii+ ] < 0, i = l,..., n. It follows from Theorem 2.3(b) that Ai # 0 iff i E 
{p,..., q + 1 }. 
Therefore ~$~sign((f-.s~)(~~))>O for i= I,.... n + 1. 7 E (-1. l}. Hence 
r$ is a vector satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.1 and s0 is a best 
approximation to f on R, . It is obvious that s,, is also a best approximation 
on T. This completes the proof of (a). 
(b) It follows from (a) that 
We conclude from Theorem 2.3(a) that S,(t R) satisfies the Haar condition. 
Hence s,,(x) = s](x) for all x E R and it follows from (2.1) and (2.4) that 
(so-s,)(x)=0 for xEJ,. 
It will be necessary to establish characterization theorems for all kinds of 
boundary conditions. Therefore we have to define subsets associated with 
subintervals of the form (2.4) for all classes of subspaces. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let the partition A = (xi 1: 1,; be given and let I be an 
interval such that (x,, xk+ ,) c I c 1x,,, xk + 1 1. We call a subset R = ( ui}y’j 
associated with a subinterual J, relative to S,(I), iff R and J,. R c J,. 
satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) Let I E K, . i.e.. S,(Z) = span{ l...., x” ‘. (x ~~ .u,)‘y~ ’. . . . . 
(x-x~):-‘}: J,= [x~~~,.Yc~+~+,] and uiE (X mii.~~iP,)r i= p+ l....,q. 
(b) Let I E K,, i.e., S,(I) = span{ (x - x0)‘: I,..., (x - xk)T ’ }: J, = 
(x0,x4] if ~‘1, JR=[Xp+mpZ,Xq] if p> 1 and UiE(Xi-1)Xi+m-?). i= 
p + l,..., q. 
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(c) Let I E K,, i.e., S,(I) = span{ (xi - x)m+-I,..., (xk+ I -x)y-‘}: 
JR= [x~-~,x~+~) if q=k+ 1, JR= [x~-~,x~~+~+~] if q<k+ 1 and uiE 
(x- m+i,Xi-I), i= p+ l,...,q. 
(d) Let IEK, and k>m-I, i.e., S,(I)=span{M, ,..., MkVmfl}: 
J,=(x,,x,+,)ifp=1,q=k-m+2;J,=[xP,,~2,x,+,)ifp> l,q=k- 
m+2;J,=(x,,x,] ifp=l,q<k-m+2;J,=[x,+,-,,x,] ifp> l,q< 
k - m + 2 and Ui E (Xi-i, ~i+,,.-~), i = p + l,..., q. 
Then we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 2.6. Let the partition A = {x,}:zd be given, let I be a subin- 
terval such that (x0, xk+ 1) c I c [x, , xk+ ,] and let T be a compact subset of 
1 satisfying dim(S,(I, T)) = dim(S,(l)). 
(a) Then a function sO is a best approximation to a function f in C(T) 
out of S,(I, T) tf and only tf there exists a subset R = {ui}~~~ which is 
associated with a subinterval JR such that 
(f -So)(Ui) = ~(-l)‘Il(f -So)ljy i= P,...T 4 + 1, v E (-1, 1). (2.6) 
(b) Ifs, is a best approximation where s, # s, then s,,(x) = s,(x) for 
all xE JR. 
Proof. Theorem 2.4 and Remark 2.1. 
For S,(Z, T) = S,(A) the statements of Theorem 2.6 are due to Rice [3, 
pp. 151, 1521 and Schumaker [4]. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS FOR STRICT APPROXIMATIONS 
The best approximations of Section 2 are not uniquely determined in 
general. Therefore it is natural to consider conditions which single out one of 
the best approximations. Descloux [ 1 ] and Rice [3] considered the so-called 
strict approximation. First we shall state the definition of these best approx- 
imations (see [3]). Let f be a function of C(T), where T is a finite subset of 
IR and let G be an n-dimensional subspace of C(T). Suppose g, is a best 
approximation from G to f on T. A subset S of the extremal points off - g, 
is said to be a critical point set if g, is a best approximation to f on S but is 
not a best approximation to f on any proper subset of S. 
It follows from Theorem 1.1 that a critical point set contains at most 
n + 1 points. 
Now we are able to define strict approximations. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let a finite subset T of IR be given. Let f be a function 
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in C(T) and G be an n-dimensional subspace G of C(T). Set G,, = G and 
T, = 0. Then we define for j > I 
Gj = 1 SE Gj- 1: my l(f - g)(x)1 < m;x Kf - g)(x)1 
for all x E r\riP, and all g E Gj ~, 1. 
Denote by Hj the set of critical point sets with respect to a function gj E G, 
and denote by Vj the set of points which are contained in a critical point set 
of Hi. Set Tj = Tj. 1 U Vi. The construction is continued until T = T, for 
some 1. The members of G, are said to be strict approximations to f on T. 
The strict approximation is unique (see 13, p. 243 I), 
Next we shall determine the critical point sets of our approximation 
problems in Section 2. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 be given and let so 
be a best approximation from S,(I, T) to a function f in C(T). Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The subset R c T is a critical point set. 
(b) The subset R c T is associated with a subinterval J, reiarire to 
S,,,(I) and f - so has alternating extremal points on R. 
Proof: (a) -+ (b). It follows from the definition of critical point sets that 
so is a best approximation to the function f on R. Hence we conclude from 
Theorem 2.6 that there exists a subset R, c R associated with a subinterval 
such that f - sO has alternating extremai points on R,. If R, is a proper 
subset of R then so is also a best approximation on RI. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 
(b) -+ (a). We conclude from Theorem 2.6 that sO JR is a best approx- 
imation from S,(J,, R) to f lR. Let t be a point of R and Rz = R\$(t\ = 
(ci}y_,. Then it follows from the assumptions on R that L’~ E (x .m, i. .Y~). i = 
p,..., q, and from (2.1) that f IK2 E S,(J, , R,). Hence sO is not a best approx- 
imation to f on R z. This proves the theorem. 
Remark 3.3. It follows from Theorem 2.3(c) that a best approximation 
on a reference has a unique critical point set. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 be given and let s,, 
be a best approximation from S,(Z, T) to f in C(T). Suppose R is a critical 
point set. Then there exists a subinterval JR which is associated with R. We 
call this subinterval JR associated with the critical point set R. Let s, be a 
best approximation to f on a reference UC T and let J,, be the subinterval 
associated with the unique critical point set of U. Then we call the subin- 
terval J,. to be associated with the reference. 
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It follows immediately from Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 3.2 that s0 IJR = 
si IJR if s0 and s, are two best approximations and JR is a subinterval 
associated with a critical point set relative to s,. Hence the best approx- 
imations are uniquely determined on subintervals which are associated with 
critical point sets. Using this property we shall see that it is possible to 
define strict approximations otherwise than in Definition 3.1. 
First we shall give the following notation: 
Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 be given and let s,, be a best approx- 
imation from S,(I, r) to f in C(T). Suppose that H is the set of all subin- 
tervals I,,i,,i associated with a critical point set off- s,. Then we denote by 
ZH the following set: 
IH = {x: there exists a subinterval I,,i,,i E H such that x E ZPi,Q,J 
U {x: there exist subintervals IPi,‘li, ZP,,4j c H such that 
0< pj-qi,<m- 1 andxE (Xq,,Xpl)}. 
We want to give some examples of critical point sets. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. (a) Let the subspace G = span{ 1, x, (x - l), , (x - 2)+} 
be defined on the interval I = [0, 31 and let the subset T = {l/3, l/2, 2/3, 
312, l/3, 512, 813) be given. Suppose that f is a function in C(T) satis- 
fying S( l/3) = f(2/3) = f(5/2) = 1, f( l/2) = f(7/3) = f(8/3) = - 1 and 
f(3/2) = 0. It is obvious that 0 is the unique best approximation. The subsets 
R, = { l/3, l/2,2/3 I and R, = { 7/3,5/2, 8/3} are critical point sets 
associated with the subintervals I, = [0, l] and Zz = [2, 31, respectively. The 
interval 1 is not associated with a critical point set. On the other hand, II, is 
the interval [0,3]. 
(b) Suppose that the subintervals IP,,q, and ZP2,42 satisfy xp, < xP, < 
X4, ( X42 and ILQ.4,’ L92 are subintervals associated with critical point sets. 
We shall show by an example that the subinterval ZP,, q, U1p2,q2 is not 
associated with a critical point set in general. Let the subspace G = 
span{ 1, x, (x - 1 )+ , (x - 2)+, (x - 3)+ ) be defined on the interval Z = [0,4] 
and let the subset T = { l/3, 2/3, 4/3, 5/3, 5/2, 10/3, 1 l/3} of I be given. 
Suppose f is a function on T such that 
j-(1/3) = f(4/3) = j-(5/2) = f(l l/3) = 1, 
f(2/3)=f(5/3)=5(10/3)=-1. 
It follows from Theorem 2.6 that 0 is a best approximation from G tofon T. 
The subintervals I, = [0,2] and I, = [ 1,4] are subintervals associated with 
critical point sets. But it can be seen that 1 is not an interval associated with 
a critical point set. 
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For our investigations it is necessary to show some properties of critical 
point sets. We shall always consider the following approximation problem: 
PROBLEM AI. Let the partition J= {xi): 11+, be given, let F= 
(X- m+, xn) and T be a compact subset of fsuch that dim(S,([ T)) = n. We 
denote by s0 a best approximation to f in C(T) out of G = S,(i T). 
According to Remark 2.1 the other cases follow immediately from this 
approximation problem. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let Problem AI be given and let H be the set of all subin- 
tervals associated with a critical point set off ~ s,, . Then I,, has the form 
and satisfies the conditions 
(a) p, = -m + 1 or 1 ,< p,, qr = n or qr < n - m 
I p,,9,= km+P-cJ’ l$ p,=-mf l,q,<n-m. 
I 
Pr.4r = I%,, XII)’ is p,> 1, qr=n. 
I 
PI.YI = (x mt Ilxn)’ if p,=-m+ l.q,=n, 
I pi,q, = [xpi, xqil c Ix,, x,-, I &where. 
(b) pi-1 - qi > m for all i = I,..., t - 1. 
Proof: (a) Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 3.2. 
(b) This condition follows from the definition of I,, 
In the next lemma we shall state an important property of the subset I,,. 
LEMMA 3.7. The best approximations are uniquely determined on the 
subset I,. 
Proof. If I,, is a subinterval associated with a critical point set then it 
follows from Theorem 2.6(b) that the best approximations are uniquely 
determined on I,. Now let I,,,,, and IP, , , ,4,, , be subintervals satisfying 0 < 
Pi+1 - qi < m - 1 then a spline function s on (x,, . x,,, , ,) is uniquely deter- 
mined by s I, and s I, . This completes the proof. 
This lemr%? enable~“&?‘io give another inductive definition of strict 
approximations. 
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DEFINITION 3.8. Let the partition A = {x,}rrd be given, let I = [x,, xk+ , ] 
and S,(I) = span{K,+ i ,..., Mk}, where {Mi} is the local basis defined in 
Section 2. Suppose that T is a finite subset ofl. 
Set c0 = S,(I, T), H, = 0 and let Z, be the set of integers {-m + l,..., k}. 
Then we define for j > 1 the following sequence of functions sj: 
Let Gj be the set of best approximations to the function f - 
(si + ... +siz,) on Tn {Zjl,,,) out of span({Mi}ieZjm,} and let s,~ be a 
function in Gj. We denote by Hj the set of all subintervals in flItij-, which 
are associated with a critical point set off - (si + ... + sj). Then we define 
Hj= Hj-,Uj?j and 
The construction is continued until Z, = 0 for some r. Then we denote by 
g(f) the function s, + ... + s,.. 
We shall see that this inductive definition determines the strict approx- 
imation. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let the partition A = {x,}f’d be given, let I = [x,,, xkt , ] 
and S,(Z, T), where T is a finite subset of I. Then the function g(f) dejined 
in Definition 3.8 is the strict approximation to f out of S,(I, T). 
ProoJ We shall use the notations of Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.8. 
Let G, ,..., G, and G, ,..., c,. be the sets of best approximations in these 
definitions. It follows immediately that G, = G,. Lemma 3.7 implies that the 
set of best approximations is uniquely determined on the subinterval IH. 
Therefore we restrict ourselves in the next approximation problem in 
Definition 3.8 to the subset Tn {r\l,,}. In Definition 3.1 the next approx- 
imation problem is defined on T\V,, where I’, is the set of points which are 
contained in a critical point set of H,. It can be seen that there exists an 
index v2, vq > 1, such that Go2 = (si + s: s f G2}. Using these arguments we 
can show that there exists integers vi such that Goi = {si + a.. + si-, + s: 
s E Gi}, i = l,..., r. The set c, contains exactly one function. Therefore G+ = 
G, = { g(f )}. This completes the proof. 
Now we want to state the main result of this section. In order to charac- 
terize the strict approximation g, of a function f we define a partition {li}i of 
I and consider on each subinterval Ii the best approximations to f - g, out 
of S,(li). For example, let Ii = [x,,~~, x,J, Ii+1 = (xvi, xvi+,]. Then S&J has 
no boundary conditions in xui while the functions of S,(Zi+ ,) have a zero of 
order m - 1 in x,,. This notation will be very important to the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let the partition A = {xi}::: be given, Iet I= [x0, xk+ ,] 
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and S,(I, T), where T is a finite subset of I such that dim S(Z, T) = m -+ k. 
Suppose that f is a function in C(T) and g, in S,(Z, T). Then the following 
properties are equivalent: 
(a) The function g, is the strict approximation to f out oJeS,(I. T). 
(b) There exists a partition of the interval x,, = xv0 < x,., < . < .Y!.,, K
x “h+I = xk+ , such that the subintervals Ii = I,,, , ,,,, satisfJ7 the conditions 
(9 I=Ui=l h+‘zi, Zif-lIi+, = 0 for all i = l,..., h. 
(ii) 0 is the unique best approximation from S,(l,) to (f ~ g,) on T,, 
where Ti = T (7 Ii for all i = I,,.., h + 1 and there exists a critical point set Ri 
associated with Ii relative to S,(Zi). 
(iii> Let Yi = max,,,, IV - g&N 
Then for all i = l,..., h the following conditions will hold: If x,,, E Ii then 
‘/i>Yi+l and z~x,,~ & Ii then yi < yi+, . 
Remark. The partition is not unique in general. We shall consider the 
problems of Example 3.5. 
In (a) there exist the partitions {[O, 11, (1, 311 and (10, 2) 12. 311. 
In (b) there exist the partitions (10, 2 1, (2, 4 I} and {[O, 1). [ 1,4 I}. 
We want to illustrate Theorem 3.10 by another example: Let the following 
partition of the interval I = /x0, xk+ , 1 = Ix,.~,. x~,~] be given: I, = /x ,.,,. I-,., j. 
I, = (x,.~, x,:~], I, = (x,.,, x,.,). I, = [x,,,, x,.~]. Suppose that {(Ii, yi) 1; , 
corresponds to the ‘function g, and satisfies the properties of 
Theorem 3.10(b). 
Then g, is the best approximation to J‘ on Tn Ii out of S,(I) = 
span{ Ir...,Xm~‘, (x -Xl):- I,..., (x - Xk)f: ’ ) f or i = 1 and i = 4. 0 is the best 
approximation to f - g, on Tnl, out of S,,,(l>) = span{ (x -.~,.,)y I..... 
(x ~ xc,*- ,)T- ’ } and 0 is the best approximation to f - g, on T n I3 out of 
S,(I,) = span{M,,,..., M ,.,-.,}, where Mi are B-splines of order m. Moreover. 
it follows from (b) (iii) that y > y > y < y I/ 2, 31 4’ where yi = Il(f - g,,) 1, Tv,~/. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.10 it is necessary to show some further 
properties of critical point sets. We shall prove two lemmas and always 
consider the Problem AI. The other cases can be similarly handled. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let Problem AI be given and let H be the set of all subin- 
tervals associated with a critical point set off - s,. Let In be of the form oJ~ 
Lemma 3.6 
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Then for each subinterval Ipi,qi there exists a partition A i :xpi = xpi+ vg < 
xPi+Uj ’ 1.. < xpi+tuim, < x~~+“~= xq, such that for 
I;=IPi+Vj-l3P)+Dj' Fj= T/7& j = l,..., i 
the following conditions will hold: 
(a) LJj,,~=Zpi,4i,I;.n&+1 =0forj= l,..., i- 1. 
(b) 0 is a best approximation from S,(F) to f-s,, on fi and <. is 
associated with a critical point set off - s,, . 
Proof. Let ZPi,qi be given. Suppose that I,,,,, and IWzrV2 are subintervals of 
I pi,4i which are associated with critical point sets satisfying x,,~ < xuz, 
x,, < xv2 and P, - v, < m. 
I 
We only consider the case IPi,4i = [xPi, xqi], lP,,l,, = [x~,, xV,] and 1,*,“, = 
*PI’ x,J. The other cases can be similarly shown. 
It follows from Theorem 2.6 that there exist points {vi}y2$+ I c 
r-%,“,l such that f - s0 has alternating extremal points on {v~}~=~~;, 
and 
viE (X-m+i3Xi-l), i =p, + 2,..., m + v2 - 1. 
Then we conclude from (3.2) that V= {Vi}~Et’,“:u, c (x,,, x,~] and 
viE (x-,+i9xi-l)9 i = m + v, + l,..., m + vz - 1. 
(3.2) 
Hence it follows from Theorem 2.6 that 0 is a best approximation from 
S,(I,) to f - s0 on T, , where I, = (x,, , xv21 and T, = T n I,. Moreover I, is 
associated with the critical point set V relative to S,(Z,). 
It follows from the definition of ZH that there exist subintervals I,,, = 
[xUj, xDj] of IPi,qi associated with critical point sets, j= l,..., 1, such that 
xLLj < xPj+l’ xLfj ’ xDj+l’ rUj+ 1 -vj<m and x,,,=xPi, x,,=xqi. We see that a 
repeated application of the above arguments yields a partition satisfying the 
properties of the theorem on IPi,,!. Hence we obtain a partition for all subin- 
tervals Ipi,qi. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let Problem AI be given and let I, = I,,,,, and I, = Iq,,q2, 
where xp, < xq, c xq2, xq, E I, and xq, @I, be two subintervals associated 
with critical point sets off-s,, relative to S,(I,) and S,(I,), respectively. 
Then there exists a subinterval I, = I,,,,, where 
XP, G XP, ‘c X42’ P2-q1 <m 
XPz E IP2db ifp,>-m+ 1, Xq* E IP, .4* if xq2 E I2 
such that I0 is associated with a critical point set R, relative to S,(I,). 
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Proof. We only consider the case where p, > 1, q2 < k and n = m + k. 
Hence I, = [xp,, x4,1 and 1, = (x4,, xq,]. The other cases can be similarly 
shown. We conclude from Theorem 2.6 that there exist sets (ui}y~~y;, c T, 
and ( u~)~~~$?;~, cT,,Ti=TnIifori=1.2,suchthat 
ll(f - s0) IT,/1 = t(-l)‘(f- sl>t”i), 
ll(f - s0> IT211 = V(kl)‘(f- sl)(vi)~ 
i = p , + 1,. ., rn + q , , c? = 1 
i=m+q ,,..., m+q2, ?I’= 1 
and 
Uj E (X-m+i,X- I>, i = p, + 2 ,..., m + 4, - 1, 
(3.3) 
pie (x~,+j,xi~l), i = m + q, + l,.... m + q2 - I. 
We define a subset Y, = { yi)~ip~;, in the following way 
if (f-s,)(U,+4,)(f~S~)(C,+y,)> O, 
elsewhere 
for all 
and 
i = pI + I,..., m + q, - 1 
yi = vi, i = m + q, ,.... m t q2. 
It follows that 
(f-s,)(4’i)(f-s,)(2’;+1) < 0. i = p, + l...., m + q2 - I. (3.4) 
We have to distinguish the following cases: 
(1) If x,+~,-, < c,,,+~, then I, = [-ymcq, ,.x,,] and R, = {L.i):” ‘Jt 0, 
satisfy the conditions of the lemma. 
(2) Let cmt4, < -ymAq,-, and let c:=~f--l)~~r,,l,,,)x 
(f - mLI+q, ) > 0. Then it follows from (3.3) and xq, < c, . y, < x, , il, , 
that 
and we set 
I,,= l~~p,.-%/21 and R,= Y,. 
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(3) Let h+4, < xm+,l-~ and c ( 0. Then it follows from (3.3) and 
24 m+q, E (x~,-~AJ that 
Yi E (x-m+i,xi-l), i = in + q, ,..., m + q2 - 1, 
Yi E Cx-m+i, xi), i = p, + l,..., m + q, - 1. 
(3.5) 
Let pz be the integer in p, < pz < q, such that 
Y p2t1 >*P2) Yi Cxi-l, i = p2 + 2,..., m + q1 - 1. (3.6) 
Then we conclude from (3.5) and (3.6) that 
Yi E Cx-m+i, xi-l), i = pz + 2,..., m + q2 - 1. 
Set 
10 = Lx,,, xq2L R,= {Yi}Y2pTY+1. 
R, is a reference relative to S,(Z,) and I, is associated with this reference. 
According to (3.4), f - s, alternates on R,. Therefore s,, is a best approx- 
imation from S,(Z,) to f on T f7 I,. Hence R, is a critical point set 
associated with I,. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. (a) -+ (b). First we shall assume that g, is the 
strict approximation. According to Theorem 3.9 the strict approximation can 
be constructed by Definition 3.8. We shall use the notations of this 
definition. Set hj = x:=1 sj, j= I,..., r, then h, = g, is the strict approx- 
imation. 
Let Ztl, = Z,, = Uf=, Zpi,qi be associated with the critical point sets of 
f - h,. It follows from Lemma 3.6 that qi+ I - pi > m for all i = l,..., t - 1. 
We conclude from Definition 3.8 that (f-h,) lTnlR, = (f-h,) lTn,8,. 
Lemma 3.11 implies that there exists a partition on Zp, satisfying the 
properties of the theorem. Next we consider the subintervals (xqi, xpi+,), 
i = l,..., t - 1, lx,,, x,,> and (xq,, xk+ 1 1. We have ZEz c wrr,, where H2 is the 
set of subintervals associated with critical point sets off - h, relative to 
S,(I\I,,). Moreover, (f - h2) IrqFi, = (f - h,.) IrnrK2. Using Lemma 3.11 we 
obtain a partition of ZE2. This construction is continued until Z = I‘,,. We 
obtain a partition of Z satisfying properties (i) and (ii) of the theorem. 
Let Zi=Zui-l,ui and Zi+l=Zui,“I+, be two subintervals of this partition. 
Assume that x,! E Ii and xui & Ii+ r. Then it follows from the construction of 
the strict approximation that Ii E Z?,,, and Zi+l E HtlZ satisfy qI < q2. 
Therefore Ij(f - h,) (liJI > Il(f - h,) Iii+, I(. The case x,! @ Zi and xui E Ii+ I can 
be similarly handled. This proves (iii). 
(b) -+ (a). For the converse let a function g, in S,(Z, T) be given such 
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that there exists a partition ( (Zi, ri)}“J, of I satisfying the conditions of the 
theorem. 
First we define the set of subintervals C, = {Ii: yi = S,}, where 6, = 
maXi-l,...,htl Yi. We shall show that Zc, = IPi. Let Zi = I,., ,.l’( be an element 
of C, . Then we prove that Ii c I,, . We must distinguish the following cases: 
(a) I; E K,. i.e., Ii = ix,., .,, x,.,J. Then it is obvious that Zj E 6,. 
Hence Zi c Z,, . 
(/3) Zi E K2. i.e., Zi= (x,., Y,.,]. ,.,_ Then it follows from property (b)(iii) 
that there exist subintervals (Z,}: i u satisfying I, E C,, j = i -,u . . . . . i and 
Zip,, E K,. Ii_.+,,..., Zim~, c K,. We conclude from Lemma 3.12 that there 
exists an interval f= (x~,..~,.,~~,,l~Z~-~Vf, ll+,. where .Y,, ,, ,< 
-%I < XL,, p-, and YZ, - viPP < m such that I associated with a critical point 
set off - g, relative to S,,(r). Then it follows from the construction of I,, 
that (Ii-, U Zi-u + I } c I,, . A repeated application of these arguments shows 
that (Zim ~ U . . U Zij c Z,,. Zi E K, can be similarly handled. 
(7) Ii E K,, i.e., Zi = (x,,, ,, x,.J. Then it follows from the assumption 
(b)(iii) and the arguments in (/3) that there exists a subinterval I’ = 
IX,. x,.,_, 1 c H,. We apply Lemma 3.12 to I’. Zi and obtain a subinterval 
1’ = [xv,, x,.~) E K, such that 1’ is associated with a critical point set of 
f - go relative to S,,(Z’), where x, < x,, < x,., and q, - vi- , < m. Then it 
follows from (p) that I2 c Z,, . We conclude from ‘1, - vi , < m that I ’ U 
Ii c I,,. Therefore Z,, c Z,, . Moreover, we have \(f - g,)(x)1 < 6, for all x E 
T f7 (r\Z,,). Thus we obtain I,., = I,[. Now we consider the approximation 
problems corresponding to the subsets Gi of Definition 3.8. Let di = 
maxi (vi: yj < die, 1 for i > 2. Using the above arguments we are able to show 
that I,-, = I,, and 0 is a best approximation from s,,,(r\Z,! ,) to f - g, on 
Tn {r\Ifri-,} for i = 2,..., r. Hence g, is a function satisfying the properties of 
Definition 3.8. Therefore, g, is the strict approximation. 
A modification of Definition 3.8 yields a partition of the interval satisfying 
the properties of Theorem 3.10. 
DEFINITION 3.13. Let d = {xi}f’d and Z = (xO,xk+ ,I be given. Let 
S,U) = van{M-,n+, ,..., Mk), where (Mj} is a local basis. Suppose that T is 
a finite subset of I. 
Set G,, = .!?,(I, T), f0 = 0 and let 2, be the set of integers (-m + l...., k}. 
Then we define for j >, 1 the following sequence of functions sj: 
Let Gi be the set of best approximations to the function J‘-- 
(s, + ... +sjel) (i.e.,fifj= 1) on Tn (Iv:_,} out of span((Mi)iEz,~,/ and 
let sj be a function in Gj. Suppose that Zi is a subinterval of ZjZj-, which is 
associated with a critical point set off - (s, + . . + s,). Then we define fj = 
<...,VZj and 
Zj= (iEZjm.,: {x:M,(.x)fO)nI;=0). 
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This construction is continued until 2, = 0 for some t. We denote by gdf) 
the function s, + .d. + st. 
COROLLARY 3.14. The function g”(f) of Definition 3.13 is the strict 
approximation and the subintervals Ii are a partition satisfying the properties 
of Theorem 3.10. 
Proox It follows from the construction of Definition 3.13 that the 
partition {I,} satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.10. Therefore g(f) is the 
strict approximation. 
4. APPROXIMATIONS ON AN INTERVAL 
In this section we want to consider an approximation problem which is 
defined on an interval, i.e., T= [a, b] = [x0, xk+ i]. If we apply the 
construction of Definition 3.13 to this case then we shall not obtain a 
function which is uniquely determined in general. We shall see the difficulties 
in the following example: 
Let Problem AI of Section 3 be given, let T= [x-,+, , xn] and f be a 
function in C(T). Therefore we consider the best approximations to f out of a 
subspace spanned by B-splines. It is possible that there does not exist a 
critical point set in ?= (x- m + i, x,,). Then a boundary point x-,+ , or x, is a 
critical point set and the deviation of the best approxim_ation is 1 f(x-,+ ,)I or 
If (x,)] because s(x-,+ ,) = s(x,J = 0 f or all s E S,(I, T). In this case the 
best approximations are uniquely determined only in one boundary point in 
general. Therefore we cannot apply the construction of Definition 3.13. We 
see that the critical point set is not contained in f 
The construction can only be applied to a subset of C[a, bJ. 
Let d= {x,}fzd and T= [xO,xk+, ] = [a, b] be given. Then S,(I, r) = 
snlw- 
The construction of Definition 3.13 is possible for a function f E C[a, b] if 
f satisfies the following conditions. 
Let Gj be the set of best approximations as in Definition 3.13. We assume 
that there exists a subinterval Ii of w:-i which is associated with a critical 
point set off - (s, + ... + sj) for all j. We have seen in the above example 
that this condition is not satisfied in general. 
Then the construction of Definition 3.13 defines a unique function 
g’(f) E S,(A). 
We denote the set of functions f in C[a, b] satisfying the above conditions 
by C[a, b]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a function f in C[a, b] and the subspace S,,,(A) be 
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given. Then there exists a function g, in S,,,(A) such that the following 
assertions are true: 
(a) There exists a partition of the interval x0 = x,,” ( x,., < I. < x ,.,, c 
XVh.,=Xk+l such that the subintervals Ii = I,., , ,I./ satisfy: 
(i) Z=u:T;Ii, IinIi+, =@for all i- l,..., h. 
(ii) 0 is the unique best approximation from S,(fi) to (f - go) OH 
Ti, where Ti = Ix~,~_, , x,,] and there exists a critical point set Ri c Ii which is 
associated with Ii for all i = l...., h + 1. 
(iii) Let yi = maxXE7, I i(f - g,,)(x)l. Then for all i= l,.... h the 
following conditions will hold: If x,.$ E Ii then 7; > yiA, and if x,., E ii, I then 
Yi G l/i+ 1. 
(b) The function g, is the strict approximation to f on the subset R = 
U:‘,l Ri, where Ri are the critical point sets of (a). 
Proof. (a) It follows from the construction of Definition 3.13 that there 
exists a function g, satisfying (i)-(iii). 
(b) The function g, lK satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3. IO. 
Therefore g, is a strict approximation for the problem defined on R. 
Strict approximations are not defined for continuous problems. Since the 
function g, of Theorem 4.1 corresponding to a function f E c(a, b 1 is also a 
strict approximation on a finite subset of [a, b 1 we shall call this function a 
strict approximation for the continuous problem. 
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